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1. Executive	summary	
Building energy efficient systems and data centers is a very complex topic. [1] presents in detail all 
aspects about energy efficient computing like the power consumption of servers, relation between 
performance and power consumption, the different cooling and waste heat reuse technologies. 

EAR software focus on reducing the power consumption of the compute servers which is usually the 
major part of the system power consumption. EAR is a management software for the efficient power 
and energy control of heterogeneous clusters. EAR provides control, accounting, monitoring and 
optimization of energy on both the applications running in the cluster and on the overall global cluster 
in a fully transparent way to the users. 

At EAR’s core is a powerful monitoring service which gathers data on the nodes and on the applications 
running on the cluster. This data is analyzed by EAR and used to optimize the energy of all the 
applications running on the cluster. EAR also reports the system and application performance and 
power metrics leading to a better utilization of the system. 

EAR runtime 4.0 optimizes MPI and non-MPI jobs including GPU support. It relies on a powerful 
dynamic phase detection such that not-only computation phases are optimized but also IO and busy 
waiting phases. Energy optimization is done by setting the best CPU core/uncore and GPU frequencies, 
according to simple energy policies.  Version 4.0 has been tested on Intel, AMD and NVIDIA GPUs. A 
new energy model for Intel CPUs with AVX512 instructions has also been created.  

At the cluster level, EAR 4.0 implements energy optimization and cluster/node powercap such 
application performance is hurt as little as possible. Figure 1 shows a summary of EAR performance on 
a set of applications executed on a cluster of Intel Xeon processors with the min_time_to_solution 
energy policy. See section 9 for more details about EAR performance results.  

 
Figure 1 Performance evaluation with EAR 

EAR 4.0 uses a hierarchical approach and a plugin strategy at the node level to make powercap flexible 
and scalable. Moreover, EAR power management is a holistic solution where EAR runtime, EAR 
daemon and EAR global manager cooperates for an efficient power distribution. EAR 4.0 
communication infrastructure has been totally re-designed to support efficient internal messaging 
between computing and controller nodes.  
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EAR is robust and reliable since it is in operation since August 2019 at the Leibniz Supercomputing 
Centre (LRZ) on SuperMUC-NG in Garching near Munich. EAR 4.0 will be installed in September 2021 
on Snellius, the new Dutch National heterogeneous supercomputer, equipped with AMD and 
Intel+NVIDIA compute nodes. 

Here is a quote from Dr. Herbert Huber, High Performance System Department Head at LRZ,  about his 
experience with EAR and EAS:  

   "With a 3.4 MW power consumption running HPL, LRZ wanted to limit SuperMUC-NG Phase 1            
average power consumption during normal operation to 2.4 MW with minimum performance 
degradation.  

     We chose the EAR software for this purpose and are fully satisfied with the reduction of the system's 
energy consumption in normal operation and also with the support quality of the EAS company".   

2. EAR	overview	
EAR is a system software for energy management in heterogeneous clusters. It provides four main 
services concerning energy management as shown on Figure 2: Monitoring, accounting, control 
and optimization.  

 
Figure 2 Energy capabilities provided by EAR 

 
Figure 3 shows the EAR components and their responsibilities: The compute node daemon (EARD), 
runtime library (EARL) , the EARDBD data base manager, and the EARGM the global manager.  

 
Figure 3 EAR main components 
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• Node monitoring and Job accounting is provided by the EAR Daemon, a Linux service running 
in compute nodes (one instance per compute node). This service collects and reports 
periodically the energy consumed for each period of time (configurable, 30 sec. 1min etc). 
These records are sent to the ERDBD which collects for a set of nodes, and aggregates them in 
a single aggregated record.  In this way cluster power/energy computation can be done with 
a simple a fast query. EARD already provides job accounting for jobs executed without the EAR 
library (if needed) 

• The EARDBD is a linux service executed in service nodes. It can 1 per cluster or N depending 
on the cluster size. It receives all the data to be reported to the DB and minimizes and 
optimizes the data reporting.  

• EARL is a runtime library loaded with applications. It offers application monitoring 
(performance and power metrics), energy optimization and energy/power control.  More 
details about the internals of the EARL are provided in following sections. We have measured 
the EARL overhead in less than 1% in cases with more than 1K nodes. Energy savings measured 
with real applications have been demonstrated to be more than 10% in average and up to 18% 
in some specific use cases. These results have been validated in Intel architectures.  

• EARGM provides system Energy optimization and powercap. Depending on the cluster size it 
can be a single service or a hierarchy of services. Energy optimization guarantees the average 
power of the cluster is below the limit for long periods of time (1 week .. 1 month). Powercap 
feature guarantees the cluster power consumption will never exceed the limit. EAR offers node 
and cluster powercap for heterogeneous clusters (CPU and CPU+GPU nodes).   

Even though is not an EAR service, EAR includes a SLURM SPANK plugin providing job submission with 
EAR in SLURM system in a transparent way. Final users don’t need to neither change their scripts, 
recompile their application or be aware of EAR in any sense.   

3. EAR	runtime	library	
EARL is a dynamic, transparent, and lightweight runtime library that provides energy optimization and 
control. EARL identifies on the fly the application iterative structure existing in many parallel codes. It 
does it without any user intervention (without hints, code marks, tags etc).  
Figure 4 shows EARL's lifecycle with its main components. One of the EAR research contributions is the 
DynAIS algorithm which detects outer loops on the fly without application modification which is quite 
unique compared with other runtime solutions. EARL includes two energy policies by default: 
min_time_to_solution and min_energy_to_solution. 

Min_time_to_solution starts application with a default frequency lower than nominal and accelerates 
applications that scale well with CPU frequency. It is recommended for system with a limited power or 
systems where the workload is clearly memory bound, taking benefit from the fact of starting at lower 
frequencies.  

Min_energy_to_solution starts application at nominal frequency and reduces frequency to save 
energy with a limit in the performance penalty (time penalty). It is recommended for systems without 
power limitations and it is suitable for both CPU and Memory bound workloads.  
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Figure 4 EAR lifecycle 

 
Once DynAIS identifies the iterative structure of the application, EARL computes the application 
signature used by energy model and energy policy.  The energy model and energy policy by default are 
specified in the ear configuration by the system administrator but it is possible to select a different 
policy than the default by using the --ear-policy=policy_name flag when submitting the job.   
Figure 5 shows the main internal EARL phases: Initialization, iteration detection (using DynAIS 
algorithm or time guided if not MPI), signature computation, application classification (IO, MPI, 
Computation), energy policies and powercap control.  

 
Figure 5 EARL stack 
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includes: Time, Energy (DC energy, RAPL package, RAPL DRAM, GPU if used), CPI (Cyles per 
Instructions), Memory bandwith (GB/sec), IO bandwith (MB/sec), GFlops and Percentage of MPI time. 
We also report the performance counters used to compute some of these metrics such as the list of 
FLOPS events measured to compute the FLOPS.  

3.2. Energy models  

EARL default energy model uses equations proposed in [4] and [5]. The fact that EARL uses DC node 
power based on DC node energy and not only CPU energy is one of the differences between EARL 
metrics and other research works which focus only on CPU energy consumption. A full description is 
presented in [2] and [3].   

4. Executing	jobs	with	EAR	 
Executing an application with EARL is totally transparent for SLURMS systems thanks to the SLURM 
SPANK plugin. EAR has been tested and evaluated with MPI (Intel and OpenMPI) and with not MPI 
applications. The only requirement for not MPI applications is to be executed with srun given is the 
way to automatically intercept the application. For Intel MPI srun and mpirun can be used and for 
OpenMPI srun is needed given a bug in OpenMPI interaction with SLURM.  Even though EAR is 
transparent with using SLURM some EAR options are offerent as sbatch/srun/salloc options to change 
the policy, the CPU frequency, the verbosity level etc. Some options are limited to EAR authorized 
users. The list of EAR authorized users is included in the EAR configuration file.  

5. EAR	commands	
EAR offers three command line programs for an easy access to the DB and for EAR control. These 
commands are: 

• eacct (Energy accounting). Shows job accounting information. It offers options to filter by 
jobid, stepid, username, application name etc. Information can be seen per application, per 
application and node, runtime information etc. The list of columns reported is predefined but 
there is one option to report csv files with all columns existing in the DB. 

• ereport (Energy reports). Shows power reports. It offers options to filter by date and data can 
be requested per node, subset of nodes, cluster etc. 

• econtrol (Energy control). Offers a list of commands to gather on the fly information from 
EARDs and EARDBD and some additional commands to dynamically change the configuration 
of some or all the nodes in the system without changing the default configuration.  

6. EAR	energy	policies	
EARL has two energy policies: monitoring, min_time_to_ solution and min_energy_to_solution. There 
is a third one, monitoring only policy, which collects and reports information on the system and the 
applications but does not perform any energy optimization.  

6.1. EARL energy optimization policies: Minimize time to solution 

The minimize time to solution policy runs applications at a frequency lower than nominal (the default 
frequency) and increases the frequency if the ratio of performance benefit vs frequency increase is 
greater than a given threshold ratio set by the sysadmin. In other words, this policy will increase the 
frequency of applications in which performance scales somehow with frequency to justify an extra 
power consumption. For example, if min_ratio=0.75, EAR will not set upper frequencies if the ratio 
between performance gain and frequency gain do not improve at least 75% PerfGain >= FreqGain* 
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min_ratio. This policy has a second phase where the uncore frequency is optimized. In that case we 
apply a linear search guided by the hardware uncore frequency selection.  

This policy along with the cluster energy limit is in production at LRZ on SuperMUC_NG Phase 1 6480 
Intel Xeon nodes cluster since August 2019.  

6.2. EARL energy optimization policies: Minimize energy to solution 

The minimize energy to solution goal is to minimize the energy by limiting the time degradation. The 
policy accepts a maximum performance penalty argument, set by the admin by default, and reduces 
the CPU and uncore frequency up to this maximum penalty.  

7. EAR	cluster	energy	limits	
Cluster energy limits is a capability offered by EAR coordinating three components: EARGM, EARD and 
EARL. Energy limit targets to control the average power for a “long” period of time, that is, the total 
energy for a period. The way EAR offers this capability is by monitoring the energy consumed and 
dynamically adapting the policy settings to be more or less conservative when selecting node 
frequencies (CPU, uncore, GPU). Since energy limits doesn’t control instantaneous power, it relies on 
energy reported to the DB, being a single EARGM enough to control large clusters.  

8. EAR	cluster	powercap	
EAR supports powercap at node, sub-cluster and cluster granularity. Differently from energy capping, 
this capability controls the instantaneous power consumption. The design of EAR powercap has been 
done at different layers and each is coordinated with all the EAR components running the same layer. 
For instance, EAR daemon and EAR library running in compute nodes are coordinated. A hierarchical 
design has been impolemented having in mind the scalability of the system is one of the key design 
points. The primary goal for this service will be the powercap control to avoid system failures but the 
secondary, and not less important goal, is to efficiently manage the allocated power. Because of that, 
powercap re-distribution is implemented in all the layers of the proposal. 

Powercap support has been included in EAR following a hierarchical approach to make it extensible 
and scalable.  

 
Figure 6 EAR powercap hierarchy 

Figure 6 shows the powercap hierarchy when heterogeneous nodes (CPU+GPU OR CPU) are used in a 
large cluster. One Meta-EARGM controls N EARGM, each EARGM controls M nodes and each node can 
control CPU or CPU+GPU. Each Node powercap implements a plugin mechanism where multiple 
domains can be loaded. Each domain receives a percentage of the power allocated to the node based 
on device characteristics and power redistribution is applied periodically. The same approach is applied 
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to all the levels. EAR implements a similar API, state diagram and powercap management in all the 
layers of the hierarchy. Our primary goal is first and foremost to prevent any excess power from the 
set cap, with our secondary goal being the maximization of power utilization under said cap. Given 
powercap is an instantaneous control and the need for dynamic redistribution to be efficient, having 
a single level of the hierarchy would limit the design’s scalability.   

Each level is responsible of: 

• Powercap control: Guarantee the power consumed fits in the power allocated and take the 
actions in case it is not. 

• Powercap status: Evaluate its powercap status as well as hints about potential power to be 
released or extra power required and report it to the upper layers. 

• Powercap API: Implement the powercap API to be used by upper layers. 
• Power balance: Implement a power redistribution in case multiple sub-domains are managed. 

 

 
Figure 7Main EAR interactions to support powercap 

Figure 7 summarizes the main interactions between components: EARGM-EARD-EARL.   There is a 
cluster powercap for the whole cluster that must not be passed. This cluster powercap is managed by 
the meta EARGM and distributed between the EARGMs which in turn distribute between the nodes 
under their control. The allocated power cannot be exceeded but can be internally redistributed.  

The EAR configuration file includes the specification for default powercap per node, EARGMs 
powercaps and cluster powercap. In the case of node powercap, EAR accepts different limits 
depending on the node type using node tags. One new tag can be used for each node type in the 
system, supporting different powercap specifications, for example, for CPU only or CPU+GPU nodes.  

Given that Meta-EARGM works with EARGMs in a similar way EARGMs works with node managers, we 
will describe the idea using EARGM, node and domains as reference. Periodically, each EARGM 
contacts with all the node managers under its control and asks for their powercap status and 
requirements. Requirements are received in terms of status, extra power already allocated and extra 
power requested. The data structure received includes all the information to make EARGM a stateless 
service, so it could always be restarted in case of failure without losing information. Once the cluster 
powercap status is received, the EARGM applies the cluster powercap redistribution algorithm and 
sends powercap node settings to node managers.  

The node manager handles three powercap values when one job is running on the node: the default 
powercap, the current powercap and the last_allocated powercap. The default powercap is 
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interpreted by node managers as a guaranteed powercap that will be allocated automatically in the 
next power reallocation should a job start on the node. The current powercap is a private node limit 
used by node managers in case the power consumption is lower than the allocated power and it can 
be automatically increased up to the last_allocated power, which is the power received in the last 
EARGM reallocation action. There is one extra value that can be used when the node is idle, that is, no 
job is running. The idle powercap is applied under EARGM explicit request. This case happens when 
the EARGM needs additional power for some greedy node(s) and there is not enough by just doing 
power reallocation. Nodes that have reduced its powercap value to the idle powercap  are set to 
ASK_DEFAULT state when a new job starts in the node and will receive their default power in the next 
EARGM cycle. Powercap states are described in next section. 

Each node Manager distributes its current powercap between its domains based on domain ratios. 
Initial domain ratios are computed based on CPU and GPU TDPs.Similarly to EARGMs, node managers 
periodically recompute domain ratios based on domains status and domains power requirements. In 
this case, requirements are received in terms of a percentage (1..100) interpreted by the node 
manager as "how far we are from our target scenario". We call this percentage the "stress" of the 
domain. The stress is used as a hint to re-allocate power between domains. In the case of domains 
there is no need of using three powercap limits because node reallocation events occur at high 
frequency.   

8.1. Powercap states 

Each level in the powercap hierarchy implements the following set of states: 

• OK: A domain in this state means it does not need more power 
• GREEDY: A domain in this state means it needs more power to fit their execution requirements 
• RELEASE: A domain in this state means it could release power if needed. 
• ASK_DEFAULT: A domain in this state means its power allocated is less than the default one 

and it asks the upper level to allocate more power.  

The same states with minor differences in transitions are implemented in all the layers. Each layer 
(EARGM, node or domain) estimates its state based on the current power allocated, power consumed, 
and, in the case of node and domain layers, the requested frequency. As a result of the state, each 
domain also provides an estimation of the power that could be reallocated to other nodes or the extra 
power requested (if needed). In the case of the node manager these values are provided in terms of 
watts and in the case of domain managers these estimations are done in terms of a percentage used 
by the node manager to "balance" the domain states.  

These states are applied when the node is executing one job. There is one additional state not included 
in the picture when the node is idle. The node manager is aware of this special case and it can release 
power under an explicit EARGM request.  

8.2. EAR Node powercap 
Domain manager 

Domain managers are in charge of controlling the power allocated to each device: Node, CPU, 
Memory, and GPU. Each domain is managed by a plugin that controls the power allocated to it and 
implements the powercap API and events associated to powercap (new job arrival, end job, etc). Node 
domain refers to the whole node and can only be used when the technology supports node powercap 
with a single plugin. In this paper, we have used the CPU and GPU domains to offer node powercap.  
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Each domain has an individual manager that ensures that the hardware it supervises does not go above 
the domain's allocated power by modifying its settings (depending on the plugin type that can be 
changing frequencies or setting a power limit using a vendor-made solution). If the consumption on a 
domain is above the current limit, the manager reduces the settings to meet it. Reciprocally, if the 
power is below the current limit and the domain is not running at target settings (i.e. a frequency lower 
than requested), the settings are increased within the power allocated. Finally, if the power usage is 
under the limit and the domain is running at target settings the manager marks that power can be 
released for transfer to other domains.  

Additionally, each domain can be requested to give a status that informs the upper layer if it needs 
more power (greedy state), if it's running at target settings but does not have additional power to free 
(OK state), if it is running at target settings and has additional power that can be reallocated 
somewhere else (release state) or if power has been previously released but now it needs it again 
(ask_default state). 

Additionally, if the domain is in greedy state it computes the amount of stress it is suffering under the 
current powercap settings, which we currently define as the current distance from the requested 
frequency, normalized by the total range of available frequencies: 

𝑟𝑒𝑞𝐹 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝐹
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐹 −𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐹

 

Domains powercap plugins 

EAR includes three domain plugins: CPU DVFS, GPU NVIDIA DVFS and GPU NVIDIA POWERLIMITS. A 
fourth one based in Intel Node Manager is under development.  

• CPU DVFS. This plugin controls power by setting the CPU frequency. The underlying 
technology used is the cpufreq OS governor. To provide a fast response time it uses as 
reference RAPL power (DRAM+PCK). The node manager allocates a fraction of the DC Node 
power (excluding GPU power) as CPU domain power. This fraction is dynamically 
recomputed based on the powercap and the current power consumed.    

• GPU NVIDIA DVFS. This plugin controls power by setting the GPU frequency. The GPU 
frequency is set using nvml library function nvmlDeviceSetApplicationsClocks. It internally 
re-distributes power between GPUs based on a fine grain GPU utilization monitoring.  

• GPU NVIDIA POWERLIMITS. This plugin controls power by using the nvml built-in 
functionality supported by NVIDIA. In particular it uses the 
nvmlDeviceSetPowerManagementLimit function. As in the DVFS case, we periodically re-
distribute the power allocated to each GPU based on GPU utilization. 

Node manager 

The node manager handles all the domain managers under it by distributing the power allocated to 
the node, depending on their current utilization, power consumption and requirements. If all domains 
are trying to reach the requested settings (greedy status), the power is distributed so that every 
domain is under the same amount of stress. This allows us to distribute the power in such a way that 
all domains are running under the same amount of duress. If a domain's requested power changes 
during the course of an application (the GPU portion ending, for example), the power is once again 
redistributed so that the remaining domains can run closer or at the target settings. Should the 
releasing domain start again and request its default power allocation (ask_default status), the node 
manager will simply reset all powercap allocations to its default values and start the adjusting 
proceeding over.  
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In the occurrence that the node's total power consumption is above the set powercap, a fail-safe 
implemented in the node manager is triggered, reducing the current power allocation of the node 
below its real one, thus reducing further the consumption of each domain and ensuring that the limit 
is not surpassed. Once the situation is stabilized, the manager reallocates the missing power between 
the domains. 

Finally, the state of the node manager is computed using the state of its domains. If the domains are 
running at target settings and have no extra power (OK status) the node will be OK. If a domain is 
greedy but the rest have no extra power, the node will also be greedy. Conversely, if a domain is greedy 
but another can release power (release status) the node will be OK since reallocation between domains 
to achieve OK status is still possible. Finally, if any domain can release power and no other domain 
needs the power, the node will mark itself as release and when the next status is requested will free 
the excess power. In this case, the power is released automatically to minimize the number of 
messages between the node managers and EARGM.  

8.3. EAR library coordination with EAR node manager 

Figure 8 shows the main interaction between application (EARL) powercap management and node 
powercap management (done by EARD). The EAR policy manager receives a struct with power limits 
per device (CPU+GPU), It applies the energy policy without taking these limits into consideration to 
compute the requested frequency, that is, the CPU and GPU frequencies the energy policy would select 
in case there were no limitation. The requested frequency is passed to the Node powercap manager 
in order to guarantee sub-domains will not set power settings that will consume more power than 
needed by applications. Moreover, requested frequency is used by sub-domains as hints to estimate 
the required power to reach the application target.   

 
Figure 8 Node powercap interaction with Application powercap 
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Cluster powercap is designed to be implemented in 1 or N layers depending on cluster size. For clusters 
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using a meta-eargm, as shown in Figure 6, would be used to guarantee messages sizes and 
communication time are in a reasonable scale. This section focuses on technical details for meta-
EARGM and EARGM. These components are infrastructure independent because they don't have 
direct communication with domains.  

EAR includes an efficient message passing mechanism for collective messages. EAR messaging 
infrastructure includes the concept of point-to-point messages and collective messages. Moreover, 
some collective operations are cheaper than others in terms of memory and time since they just send 
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actions and don't ask for data. EARGM executes three collective operations when applying its power 
re-distribution algorithm.  

• get_cluster_powercap_status. This operation is similar to a gather operation given node 
powercap state is aggregated in per-rank list. 

• set_powercap_options. This operation is a broadcast, where new settings are sent to all the 
nodes. 

• release_idle_power. In case some additional power needs to be released to satisfy GREEDY 
nodes, a special request to release idle power is sent. This operation is similar to a reduction 
since a very lightweight request is sent to nodes and an aggregated answer with power 
released is received.  

8.5. Cluster powercap algorithm 

The cluster powercap algorithm executed by the EARGMs collects periodically the status of all the 
nodes controlled by it. Based on the data, it computes: 

• The total power allocated 
• The free power: powercap limit – power allocated 
• The power requested by nodes in the ASK_DEFAULT state 
• The extra power requested by GREEDY nodes 
• The extra power already allocated to compute nodes 
• The power to be released if needed 

In the first stage of the algorithm, it checks if there is enough free power for nodes in the ASK_DEFAULT 
state. If there is not, the EARGM asks compute nodes to release idle power. Once the maximum free 
power is available, the cluster powercap algorithm guarantees the power for nodes in the 
ASK_DEFAULT state, if needed, power is reallocated from nodes with extra power already allocated to 
nodes in ASK_DEFAULT state. There is not an explicit node allocation, nodes in this state know the 
default power is guaranteed after a cluster powercap reallocation.  

Second stage is applied only if there is free power. In that case, nodes without extra power already 
allocated are prioritized. In that case there is an explicit list of nodes and requests.   

The last stage allocates the remaining power to nodes in the GREEDY state.  

9. EAR	performance	results	
EAR energy policies have been evaluated with kernels and applications showing an average energy 
saving of 10%. In [2] we presented an evaluation of the min_time_to_solution policy and in [3] we have 
presented the performance evaluation of min_energy_to_solution with the explicit uncore frequency 
management for Intel architectures. All the experiments have been done in a cluster of Lenovo 
ThinkSystem SD530 nodes where each node includes two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz 
(20c) per node and 12*8GB dual rank DIMMs per node. Maximum/minimum uncore frequencies for 
this system are 2.4GHz-1.2GHz respectively. For CUDA applications we have used Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 
6142M CPU @ 2.60GHz (16C) with 2 NVIDIA Tesla V100 per node at 1.38GHz.  

 Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the performance results (time penalty, energy savings and 
power savings when executed several CUDA kernels and applications with the min_energy_to_solution 
policy. The latest version of EAR policies is able to detect application phases and apply optimization 
strategies for not computation phases also. For example, energy savings for CUDA applications comes 
from the core and uncore frequency reduction applied during busy waiting phases.  
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Figure 9 Performance results for CUDA kernels 

For CPU bound applications (Figure 10) there are two main sources of energy savings. First is the 
reduction of the core frequency. This core frequency reduction reports significant benefits in AVX-512 
intensive applications such as GROMACS. EAR detects such behavior at runtime and can take benefit 
of it. Second is the uncore frequency reduction given CPU bound applications has low memory activity 
in general.  

 
Figure 10 Performance results for CPU bound applications 

For memory bound applications (Figure 11) there are the same sources of benefits than in CPU bound 
but in this case core frequency reduction is the main source of energy savings. Uncore frequency 
reduction is also applied but to do a fine grain refinement of what the hardware is doing in these 
architectures.   
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Figure 11 Performance results for memory bound applications 

10. EAR	configuration	
EAR uses a text file with the typical key=value approach to define cluster configuration and default 
options. It can be a single shared file since EAR includes the concept of TAG in the configuration and 
features such as default frequencies can be associated with different TAGS, resulting in different 
configurations for different sub-clusters.  

Sections included in the ear.conf are: 

• DB connection details: host and port, users, passwords etc 
• EARDBD section: ports, memory limits, periods for data reporting and aggregation, etc. 
• EARD section: port, period for power monitoring, etc. 
• EARGM section: host and port, limits, actions associated with limits, etc. 
• TAGS: list of TAGS (usually 1 per node type) and description 
• Policy definition: List of policy, with TAG if needed, with default values. It can be more than 

one policy with the same name but it must have a different TAG. 
• Cluster description: List of compute nodes with with TAGS. Each set of nodes is associated 

with one EARDBD. 
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